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Abstract

In the last years, a growing interest about increasing engine efficiency has led to the development of new engine

technologies. Since air motion in the chamber is a key issue in internal combustion engines to improve the air-fuel

mixing process and achieve faster burning rates, modern Diesel engines are designed to generate gas vorticity (swirl)

that lead to enhanced turbulence in the combustion chamber. However, the use of swirl has a direct effect on fuel

consumption due to the changes in the in-cylinder processes, affecting indicated efficiency, and also on the air man-

agement. An analysis, based on the engine Global Energy Balance (GEB), is presented to thoroughly assess the

behavior of a high speed direct injection Diesel engine under variable swirl levels at different operating points. The

tests have been performed keeping constant both the conditions at intake valve closing and combustion phasing, thus

minimizing the variability due to in-cylinder conditions and the combustion process. The analysis includes a com-

bination of theoretical (0D models) and experimental tools (heat rejection and wall temperature measurement) used

to ensure control of in-cylinder conditions and to provide detailed explanation of the different phenomena affecting

engine efficiency when swirl ratio is modified. Based on these tools, impact of swirl on the engine GEB is analyzed in

detail paying special attention to engine efficiency and heat transfer in the chamber. Results show that increasing swirl

has two main effects regarding the gross indicated efficiency (ηi): on one hand chamber heat rejection increases and

therefore ηi diminishes about -0.5% at low load and -0.4% at high load; on the other hand combustion development is

affected and thus a ηi improvement higher to 1.5% is achieved at low load and speed. The combination of these effects

leads to a gross indicated efficiency increase higher to 1% at an optimum swirl ratio that diminishes when engine

speed increases. In addition, pumping losses effect dominates brake efficiency behavior, which always diminishes

(from -0.9% to -1.4%) when swirl increases.
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